
SUSTAINABILITY
At Restore, we prioritise minimising our environmental footprint and continuously

challenge approaches to enhance our sustainability initiatives.

From sourcing meat to acquiring dairy products, we actively seek out suppliers who
share our commitment to sustainability. We ensure that our suppliers prioritise

environmental responsibility by implementing practices such as using recyclable
packaging, adopting improved farming methods, and maintaining transparency

throughout their supply chains.

SUPPLIERS

At Restore, we understand that having a streamlined menu can lead to increased
energy efficiency in our cooking processes and a reduction in waste. By offering fewer
menu items, we can purchase ingredients in larger quantities, which helps minimise

overall packaging waste. We also offer surplus food from our cafe and catering
operations at the end of each day. We package it in grab-and-go bags, which can be

purchased via Too Good to Go.

REDUCING WASTE

When it comes to electricity, we are diligent about switching off unnecessary lights
and machines at night to eliminate standby power consumption. We utilise sensor

lights in restrooms and ensure that our refrigeration, freezing, and brewing equipment
are energy-efficient.

 
We also work with NippyChecks - Bristol’s fully electric, eco-efficient and trackable

mobile plumbing and heating service. Designed in Oxfordshire by EAV Ltd, the bikes
can carry 150kg of cargo, with a range of 40 miles and a top speed of 15mph. They’re
made from recyclable and sustainably sourced materials. They can ride in bike lanes.

And, of course, they have zero emissions. 
 

CONSERVING ENERGY



We take pride in using biodegradable and home compostable food packaging, such as
the eco-friendly brand Vegware, which is derived from plants., wherever possible. We
actively encourage our customers to participate in sustainable practices by bringing

their own reusable containers for counter goods and coffee cups for drinks.

PACKAGING

At Restore, we have established a partnership with Ecologi to advance our
commitment to environmental sustainability through planting trees. Through this

collaboration, we actively contribute to initiatives that have a positive impact on the
planet. By joining forces, we aim to maximize our efforts in reducing our carbon

footprint and creating a greener future. Pick up one of our loyalty cards, download
Magic Stamp, or place a catering order to start contributing to our tree planting

initiative. You can see our growing forest here.
 
 

ECOLOGI PARTNERSHIP

At Restore, we believe in infusing our business with a touch of creativity and
uniqueness while staying committed to sustainability. We seize the opportunity to

extend our dedication to eco-friendly practices to every aspect of our establishment,
even our furniture! By opting for recycled or salvaged tables and chairs, we

contribute to the reuse and repurposing of materials. Some of our furniture has even
been up-cycled from our original Restaurant which opened in 2014! 

REPURPOSING

https://ecologi.com/restorecafe

